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Section 1
Introduction to the Scope of Work
for Preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement
for the Dickey-Lincoln School Lakes Project

The scope of work detailed in this report is based on
the following assumptions.

First, the preparation of the

Impact Statement will be managed to insure integration of
the outputs from the various contractors.

Second, the

Impact Statement will be prepared with the participation of
the public, including interested individuals both within
and outside of the area.

Third, priorities among tasks must

be set in order to obtain a thorough, and comprehensive Impact
Statement at a reasonable cost.

At some extent of analysis,

the cost of an impact statement can outweigh the value of
the information generated for decision-making.

The scope of work attempts to make clear the rationale
for emphasizing some studies and limiting others.

For some

aspects of the study, for which there is insufficient information at present to indicate the amount of work necessary
for preparation of the Impact Statement, two phases of
analysis are indicated.

The first is a reconnaissance to

determine the relative importance of the problem and of the
variables involved? the second is to provide the necessary
analysis, if any, indicated by the first round evaluation.
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The scope of work is predicated on the existence of
two basic inputs into the Impact Statement analyses.
First is a set of decisions about the project itself

—

physical features, designs of facilities, construction
schedule and related policies, project operating rules and
related labor and resource inputs over time.

This set of

decisions must be specified by the Corps of Engineers to the
contractors.

If that set is not so specified, then the con-

tractors must make in common one or more sets of assumptions
about those design parameters.

Second is a set of

laws, regulations, procedures, policies, and guidelines at
bo-h the federal and state levels which must be satisfied
by the Impact Statement.

Some of these provide limits or

constraints with respect to what levels of impacts are
acceptable.

The preparation of the Impact Statement must begin with
i
the estinjation of a profile of existing conditions without
the project over time for the geological and physical, ecological, and social and economic systems.

This requires the

estimation of the likely changes in the geological and physical characteristics, aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and
the social environment and economy of the area without the
project over fifty years.

These existing profile conditions

are tho^e against which to measure the conditions with the
project, the net difference being defined as the impacts of
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the project.

There is, of course, substantial uncertainty

about what would happen in this area in the absence of the
project and what would happen with the project further out
in time.

Nevertheless, either a most likely estimate of the

pattern of economic activity in the area must be made, or
high and low estimates, reflecting relatively intensive use
of the area's resources or a continuation of past trends in
the use of the area's resources, respectively.

An important part of this is the delineation of the sets
of perceptions and attitudes held by the various interest
groups and public affected by the project —

both those

groups in the immediate area and those outside of it, that
is, regional, national, and international

constituencies.

Field work carried out as part of this study forms a part of
this effort.

These perceptions and attitudes must be

characterized in order to ascertain the values which will
set the limits of tolerance for change.

However, it is

recognized that these perceptions and attitudes will themselves be affected by information generated and communicated
in the process of preparing the Impact Statement.

Thus, the

delineation must be a dynamic process, which in turn requires
the involvement of the public throughout the process of preparing the Impact Statement.

The purpose of such involvement

is to obtain advice, to aid in delineating the relevant value
systems, and to secure comment on and review of the draft
Impact Statement.
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The scope divides the required analyses by:
periods;
and

(1) time

(2) geological and physical and ecological systems?

(3) social and economic regions.

(a) pre-construction?

The time periods are

(b) construction?

(d) the adjustment after filling? and

(c) reservoir filling?

(e) long-term average

or useful life of the facility.

The ecosystem areas are:

(a) upstream from the Dickey

Reservoir, on the raainstem and tributaries
Reservoir proper
Reservoir

(DR)?

(UP)?

(b) Dickey

(c) the littoral ecosystem of Dickey

(DRL)? * (d) Lincoln School Reservoir

(LS)?

(e) the

river downstream from Lincoln School Lakes dam (DWN)? and
(f) the terrestrial ecosystem of the drainage basin of
Dickey Reservoir

(IH = island habitat? MH = mainland habitat?

PI = periodically inundated zone).

(Figures 1-1 and 1-2)

For each of the time periods there will not necessarily be
major impacts on each ecosystem, or significantly different
impacts.

The economic regions are:

(a) local, i.e., in the imme-

diate area of the project, including both the urban areas and
the rural and semi-rural areas in-between?
Maine?

(b) the state of

(c) adjacent and downstream areas in Canada? and

* A sizeable fraction of the Dickey-Lincoln Reservoir area
would be periodically inundated and exposed over the project
lifetime. The inundated fraction of the area will be designated DRL? the exposed fraction will be designated PI. The
island habitat (IH) will also have inundated and exposed portions.

U P = Upstream
I H = Island Habitat
M H = Mainland

Habitat

D R L = Dickey Reservoir
PI

= Periodically

Littoral

Inundated

Zone

DR = Dickey Reservoir
L S = L i n c o l n School

Reservoir

DWN

DWN = Downstream

Figure 1-1
Ecosystem Areas

J
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Figure 1-2
Reaches of the Dickey-Lincoln

Project
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(d) the New England region which supplies most of the recreationists and would be the major user of the energy output
of the project.

Table 1-1 shows the location and time periods in relation
I
to the analyses that are required.

An

(X) in Table 1-1 desig-

nates those areas and times where significant impacts are highly
probable and substantial analysis is required.
line symbol

(

Where a dashed

) appears, either impacts appear less signifi-

cant, analysis is of a simple quantitative or qualitative kind,
or it is not a. time/location where analysis will provide any
further or more detailed information about the impact on the
systems.
The Scope of Work for the preparation of the Impact
Statement is presented in Volume One of this report in three
parts:

(1) Analysis of Impacts on the Natural Environment;*

(2) Analysis of Impacts on Human Systems
Institutional); and

(Economic, Social,

(3) Alternatives and their Impacts.

A

discussion of public involvement is included.

The work could be carried out through a variety of
study team arrangements.

No fewer than three teams (one

for each major area) seem advisable for treating each area
adequately.

More teams could be assembled, although the

* Hereafter, "natural environment" or the word "environmental"
includes both geological and physical and ecological elements.

Table 1-1
Time Period and Location for Major Impact Analyses

Time
Ecosystem—.^Period
Social and
Economic Analysis

Pre- Construction

Aquatic

Upstream (UP)

Terrestrial

Adjustment
After
Filling

X

Long
Term
Average
X

Dickey Reservoir (DR)

X

X

X

Dickey Littoral
Zone (DRL)

X

X

X

X

X

Lincoln

Social
& Economic

Construction

Reservoir
Filling

—

Reservoir(LR)

Downstream (DWN)

X

X

Mainland

X

X

Habitats(MH)

Island Habitats (IH)
Periodically Inundated Zone (PI)

X
—

—

—

—

X

X

—

—

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Local

X

X

X

Maine

X

X

X

Canada

X

—

X

New England

X

—

X

=

detailed analyses required

=

basic but less detailed analyses required
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manageraent problems may increase with the number of contractors.
It is assumed that the bulk of the physical modeling and most
of the physical data collection required will be performed
by the Corps of Engineers to be supplied to the analytical
teams.

All of the teams share a common work scope which must
be carried out to insure the completeness and thoroughness
of the final Impact Statement.

The elements of the common

work scope include the following for every contractor:

1.

With the Corps, agree on a set of assumptions about

the project design and operation as the basis on which to
structure the analyses of impacts.

These assumptions must

be clear and the same for all; where the Corps cannot provide final information, assumptions

(in some cases a set of

alternative assumptions about flow regime, construction techniques, timetables, work schedules, wage and purchase schedules, construction site facilities, and all other physical
and operational features of the project must be made and
used by all contractors.

2.

Obtain and share common data as it becomes availabe

to facilitate the preparation of a coherent, integrated Impact
Statement.
3.

Prepare information as it becomes available for the

public involvement staff and participate in local meetings *
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4.

Meet regularly with the Corps to discuss work review

findings and adjust work plans.

Background discussion on environmental impacts, social
and economic impacts, alternatives, a summary of field work
and review of transmission line impacts follow in Volume II.
The character of the project area, legislative history of
the project, a brief discussion of current land use planning
in Maine, a list of contacts, and a bibliography of relevant
materials complete the report as Appendices A through E.
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Section 2
Scope of Work for Analysis of Impacts
on Environmental Systems

Introduction
The scope of work for an analysis of the impacts of the
Dickey-Lincoln School project on the environmental systems
in the area has been derived from a review of previous assessments on the project, a review of existing data sources,
preliminary field work, and a preliminary assessment of the
likely environmental impacts.

This scope is intended to

fill in the gap between the known information and the information (both data and analyses) which is required to assess
likely impacts thoroughly.

The scope of work and discussion of the impacts on
environmental systems are divided into three segments:

geo-

logical and physical characteristics, aquatic ecosystems, and
terrestrial ecosystems.
Review of Previous Impact Assessments
Since the first serious proposals for hydroelectric power
development of the Upper Saint John River were put forth in
the 1950's, eight" more or less overlapping attempts

—

ranging from agency reports to journalistic accounts —

have

been made to evaluate the impact of this development on the

-12basin's fish, wildlife, and forest resources.

All of these

efforts have relied almost exclusively on the preliminary
field survey of the fishery of the Upper Saint John by
Warner

(1957), on the aerial surveys of deer yards conducted

by the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game, and
on scattered field observations tempered by the professional
judgments of the staff of that department.

The first effort
sion and expansion

(Warner, 1957) and its subsequent revi-

(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1959)

were concerned with the impact of the proposed Rankin Rapids
Dam on both the Allagash and Upper Saint John Rivers.

At

least in part due to strong opposition that developed to the
flooding of the Allagash, the Rankin Rapids Dam site was
rejected and consideration was shifted first to sites at
Big Rapids and Lincoln School and later to the Dickey-Lincoln
School sites.

The six most recent efforts

(Bureau of Fish

and Wildlife, 1968a and 1968b; North Atlantic Regional Water
Resources Study Group, 1972? Manning, 1973? Martin, 1974;
Lund, 1974) have focused on the Dickey-Lincoln School project.

The best available data and estimates of impact on wildlife are contained in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
report and in Bureau of Fish and Wildlife

(1959)

(1968a) reports.

(The remaining efforts use no additional data in their
analyses.)

Both reports cite permanent and periodic inunda-

tion of terrestrial habitat

(88,000 acres for the Dickey-
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Lincoln School project) in general, of deer yards
acres), and of waterfowl habitat
cipal impacts on wildlife.

(17,900

(2,800 acres) as the prin-

Each estimates the size of the

deer population affected assuming a given deer yard carrying
capacity ranging from one deer yard per 8 acres

(Bureau of

Fish and Wildlife, 1968a) to one deer per 18.3 acres
Fish and Wildlife Service, 1959)

(U.S.

They implicitly assume

that availability of deer yards limits the size of the area
deer population.

Although no attempts are made at quantification, other
impacts are suggested in each existing report:

(1) increased

accessibility of the area to human utilization might consequentially increase hunting and trapping pressure on mink
fisher, marten, beaver, black bear, and other animal populations

(Manning, 1973; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1959);

(2) the impoundment might create a barrier to animal migrations
(Manning, 1973; North Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study
Group, 1972); and

(3) the annual fluctuations in water level

would affect the productive littoral/shoreline habitat so that
its value to waterfowl and terrestrial life would be reduced
(Manning, 1973; North Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study
Group, 1972).
Discussions of the impact of the Dickey-Lincoln School
project on the area fishery depend almost entirely on the single
investigation by Warner

(1959)

His observations and conclusions
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have been incorporated into most later reports.
discussed include
flowing stream,
and small lakes,
areas,

The impacts

(1) inundation of about 190 miles of free-

(2) inundation of about 350 acres of pond
(3) inundation of fish spawning and nursery

(4) creation of about 88,000 acres of lake habitat,

(5) increases of yellow perch populations in the impoundment
area and consequentially in the upstream ponds due to creation of warm, shallow areas in the impoundment and to
possible interference with spawning of competitor species
as the result of water level fluctuations, and

(6) stabiliza-

tion of downstream flow with potential temperature and
dissolved oxygen advantages to fish populations.

In addition, Lund

(1974) and Martin

other potential impacts:
timber —

(1974) discuss the

(1) inundation of 88,000 acres of

a renewable resource;

(2) increased siltation and

algal problems downstream during construction;

(3) creation

of mudflats Which would serve as a breeding area for mosquitoes;

(4) the nutrient trapping characteristics of the

reservoir;

(5) disruption of the food web; and

(6) potential

fish kills due to "air bubble" disease.

Taken together these reports have focused on identifying
potential impacts of the proposed impoundment on the fish,
wildlife, and terrestrial resources.

Beyond itemizing

stream

miles, forest acres inundated, and so forth, the only effort
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to quantify the impacts has concerned the deer populations
as discussed above.

In all cases, these attempts have been

deficient to the extent that they have neither considered
the uncertainty of their conclusions nor suggested what
additional data would be desirable.

There has not been a systematic study of the impacts of
the project on the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.

In

addition, there is no systematic analysis of existing data
or collection and analysis of new data.

Still, these reports

are useful as background against which to carry out the impact
analyses now required.

Existing Data Sources and Further Data Requirements

There are a number of existing data resources which are
useful for the Impact Statement analyses.

The following list

of sources will provide a sound starting point for review
prior to further data collection and analysis.

Suggestions

for additional data collection follow.

Geological and Physical Data Sources
Climatological Data.

There are no specific climatological

data for the proposed Dickey-Lincoln School site.
collected at nearby stations

Information

(the nearest is in Caribou, Maine)

is available through the National Weather Service.

Table 2-1

lists data available in the vicinity of the Dickey-Lincoln School

Table 2-1
AVAILABLE CLIMATE DATA IN VICINITY OF DICKEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL SITE

Station

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation
Temperature

Caribou WSO AP
Clayton Lake
Clayton Lake 2
Fort Kent
St. Francis

46
46
46
47
47

52
37
37
15
10

68
69
69
68
68

01
32
32
35
54

624
1000
1000
515
610

Years of record
Precipitation

34
14
12
37
10

34
14
12
44
10

Evaporation
12
—
—
—

Table 2-2
AVAILABLE CLIMATE DATA IN VICINITY OF MOOSEHEAD LAKE

Latitude

Station

Brassua Dam
Greenville
Harris Station
Moosehead

Source:

45
45
45
45

40
28
28
35

Longitude
69
69
69
69

49
36
52
43

Elevation

1(J60
1032
830
1028

Years of record
Precipitation
Temperature
13
68
—

Professor Stuart Goltz, University of Maine, Orono.

45
75
6
43

Evaporation
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site.

Table 2-2 shows the data available in the vicinity of

Moosehead Lake.

Geological Data.

The following sources provide useful

information on geological characteristics of the project area.
1.

Dickey-Lincoln School Project Design Memo No. 4

(General Design, Corps of Engineers, 1967), discusses the
photogrammetic and ground surveys carried out in the project
area and DeBoullie Mountain.

Photogrammetic maps of 400 feet

to I inch are available for the reservoir area.

Topographic

surveys are available for the Dickey dam site and dikes
1 inch = 100 feet) and the Lincoln School dam site
50 feet)

(scale

(1 inch =

Detailed topography of 50 feet to the inch is

available for the intake and powerhouse sections of Dickey
dam sites.

The Design Memo also presents the sub-surface explorations to assess the structural foundation conditions.
2.

According to the U.S. Soil Conservation Service

(1974),

an intensive soil survey has not been prepared for the Upper
Saint John Basin except for a small area in the Allagash
Plantation.

A soil survey report by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture

(1964) provides useful information pertinent

to soil conditions in the vicinity of the project site.
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3.

Doyle, R. G.

(1967) has prepared a preliminary

geological map of Maine.
4.

Mineral Development and Water Management in the Saint

John River Basin

(The Saint John River Basin Board, 1972)

discusses a preliminary estimate of mineral resources in
the Saint John River Basin.

On the basis of discoveries in

other sub- areas, the study attempted to infer resources conditions in the Upper Saint John.

5.

Appendix Q of the North Atlantic Regional Water

Resources Study, U.S. Department of Agriculture

(1971) pre-

sents a preliminary estimate on soil erosion in the Saint
John River Basin,

The assumptions and method of analysis

are discussed.

6.

Regional seismic data have been compiled by the

U.S. Geological Survey and local background seismicity is
being collected by field stations of the Boston College
Weston Observatory.
Hydrology.

The following sources provide useful

information on hydrological characteristics of the project
area.
1.

Streamflow data obtained from gaging stations are

published annually in Water Resources Data for Maine by the
U.S. Geological Survey and prior to 1961 were published in

c
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the annual water supply papers of that agency.
gaging stations within Canada also.
collected by Environment Canada.

There are

Information has been

In all these publications,

length of record, flow, and basin characteristics are reported.

2.

The hydrology of the Saint John River Basin has

been described in great detail by the Inland Waters Directorate
(1973a)

Monthly seasonal and annual flows are analyzed.

Regionalization by regression analysis has been applied to
transfer information from gaged sites to ungaged areas within
the basin.

Transferring information by regionalization has

been studied and reported.

3.

The flooding problem has been studied and reported

in a separate volume by the Inland Waters Directorate.

Good

descriptions are provided for each flood including flood
velocity, volume, and damage.
4.

Causes of floods are offered.

Flooding in the Fort Kent area is described in the

Detailed Project Report, Fort Kent Local Protection Project
—

Saint John River

5.

(Corps of Engineers, November 1974^

Groundwater levels have not been observed in the

project area.

Two index wells maintained by the U.S.

Geological Survey in the vicinity may be of use.
located in Portage and Houlton.
Water Resources Data for Maine.

These are

Data are published in
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6.

Prescott, G. S., Jr

(1972a, b, c) analyzed and

summarized the groundwater favorability and surficial geology
of the lower Saint John River Basin, the lower Aroostook River
Basin, the Meduxnekeag River and the Prestile Stream Basin.
He found that there is no correlation between monthly groundwater levels and monthly precipitation.

He identified good

correlations between streamflow and temperature, and groundwater level and streamflow.

On an annual basis, both stream-

flow and groundwater level correlated well with precipitation.

Aquatic Ecosystem Data Sources

The following sources are useful in the analysis of
aquatic ecosystems.
1.

Virtually no water quality data exists for streams

within the impoundment area; however, the Corps began a
collection program in June 1975 which will continue into the
autumn months.

2.

A limited amount of water quality information can be

found in Water Resources Data for Maine.
3.

There are water quality stations maintained by

Environment Canada along the Saint John River downstream
of the project site.

For example, observations have been

taken at Clair, Fort Kent, St. Leonards, and Grand Falls,
bi-weekly from 1971 to 1972, and monthly from 1973 on.
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These data can be found in The National Water Quality riata
Bank

(NAQUADAT) maintained by Environment Canada.

While not

as plentiful as streamflow data, there is sufficient information to permit identification of monthly, seasonal and
annual variation in streamflow temperatures.

4.

Intensive short-term observations along the reach

between Fort Kent and Grand Falls have been made for calibrating the BOD-DO model structured by H. G. Acres, Ltd., of Canada.

5.

The Saint John River Basin Board has directed the

preparation of a series of reports on chemical and biological
characteristics of the Saint John River and its headponds.
Although the reports present some data on the Upper Saint
John itself, the primary foci of relevance here were Glazier
Lake on the St. Francis River and reaches of the mainstem
from Fort Kent to Grand Falls.
—

Meth

The reports include:

(1973a) Fishes of the Upper and Middle Saint

John River.

—

Meth

(1973b) Sports and Commercial Fisheries of the

Upper and Middle Saint John River

—

Meth

(1974) Fishery Management in the Saint John

River Basin.

—

Watt

Headponds.

(1974) Phytoplankton of the Saint John River
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Watt

(1972) Summer Headpond Ecology in the Saint

John River Basin,

—

Duerden, McMinn, and Harding

(1973) Zooplankton of

the Saint John River Headponds.

—

Watt

(1973) Aquatic Ecology of the Saint John River,

Volume I.

—

Watt and Duerden

(1974) Aquatic Ecology of the Saint

John River, Volume II.

Keachie and Cote

(1973) Toxic Pollutants in the

Saint John River Basin.
6.

Kendall Warner

(1957) conducted a preliminary study

of the fishery resources of the Upper Saint John River.

This

preliminary investigation constitutes the sole source of
fishery data specifically relevant to the impoundment area.

7.

Other publications relevant to examination of

ecological characteristics of the study area include:
—

Dominy

(1973) Recent Changes in Atlantic Salmon Runs.

Ruggles and Watt

(197 5) Ecological Changes Due to

Hydroelectric Development on the Saint John River.
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Terrestrial Ecosystem Data and Resources
The following comments summarize the available data
and resources useful in the analysis of the terrestrial
ecosystem.

1.

The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game

has already collected considerable initial data related to
impacts on deer.

Wintering area surveys were prepared by

Carson, Hoyt and Noble of the Ashland office.

Deer harvest

information is compiled by Dr. Banasiak, and winter severity
information by Mr. Hugie, both located at the University of
Maine, Orono.

Mr. Leighton of the Seven Islands Land Company

has data on vehicles entering their lands and thus can provide
an estimate of present hunting pressure.

Data on soil suit-

ability and habitat quality can be obtained from Mr

Ferwerda

of the U.S. Soil Conservation Service also located at the
University of Maine.

2.

A moose census has been established under the Depart-

ment of Inland Fisheries and Game by Mr. Dunn of the Patten
office.

Other information could be obtained through Profes-

sor Schemnitz of the University of Maine, Orono.
3.

Estimates of potential impacts to furbearers and

predator species would benefit from information from the
following individuals of the Maine Department of Inland
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Fisheries and Game:

John Hunt, Furbearer Project Leader

(Bingham) and A1 Hutchinson

(Orono)

Information is also available from Lee Perry, Assistant
Chief, Game Division, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game

(Augusta), and from Mr

Gramlich, State Supervisor,

Division of Wildlife Services, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(Augusta), Rod Sirois, Maine Game Warden

(St. Pamphile, Quebec),

Henry Hilton, School of Forest Resources, University of Maine,
Orono, and Ashton Peasley, District Ranger

(and trapper),

Allagash.

4.

Information on forest resources is available through

Fred Knight, Director, School of Forest Resources, University
II
i
of Maine, Orono.

In addition, Dr. Marshall Ashley has been

recommended as a source for inventory and remote sensing;
Dr. James Shottafer for forest resource utilization; and Dr
Ralph Griffin for spruce-fir
5.

silviculture.

Sources of information for the consideration of

impacts due to the creation of a large area of periodic or
occasional inundation include Professors Gary Mclntyre
pathology) and R. A. Struchtemeyer
Maine, Orono; and Mr

(plant

(soils), University of

Al Hutchinson, Department of Inland

Fisheries and Game at Orono

(wetland habitats)
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6.

The possible impacts to bird life can be separated

into those related to waterfowl and those related to their
raptors, osprey and eagles.

Waterfowl will respond to

increased areas of flowage and the littoral vegetation and
food sources associated with it.

A1 Hutchinson, Maine

Department of Inland Fisheries and Game

(Orono) is suggested

as a source of information of wetland habitats in the area.
The other individuals identified in (5) above could also
contribute to these considerations.

The raptors could respond

to the project on the basis of the additional area provided
for fishing as well as increased stress from human presence.

Further information about elements that should be considered
will be found in the following works:
—

Ahlgren, Clifford E., and Henry L. Hansen

(1957)

Some effects of temporary flooding on coniferous trees.
J. Forest. 55:647-650.
—
table.

Baker, Frederick S.
J

—

(194 9)

A revised tolerance

Forest. 47:179-181.
Hall, R. F , and G. E. Smith

(1955)

Effects of

flooding on woody plants, West Sandy dewatering project,
Kentucky Reservoir.
—

J. Forest.

McDermott, R. E.

(1954)

53:281-285.
Effect of saturated soil on

seedling growth of some bottomland hardwood species.
35:36-41.

Ecology
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—

Miner, N. H„

(1974)

The Potential for Impact of

Inundation of Terrestrial Vegetation on the Water Quality
of Quabbin Reservoir
Resources Bulletin:

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Water

Vol. 10, No. 6, December -

Supporting Data Collection

In order to close the gap between available data and
the information required for the Impact Statement analyses,
a series of observation and sampling programs is needed.
These programs may be carried out by professionally qualified
experts who would then provide the information to the technical contractors.
There are many reasons to collect data of any kind.

At

least three are particularly important with respect to the
Dickey-Lincoln School project.

First, data collection can

be justified on the basis of scientific inquiry.

Second,

the accumulation of information is essential to the development and verification of causal models which purport to explain the phenomena of concern.

Third, the collection of

data is important for monitoring the performance or impacts
of an action

(such as an investment, the implementation of

a law, etc.)
Although any of these reasons can be used to advocate
data utility, there are no "stopping" rules for collection
efforts.

The accuracy of information required for specific
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uses, or a composite accuracy for all uses has never been
determined.
better.

There is a tendency to assume the more the

Studies are only now beginning that may eventually

define guidelines that will properly balance the cost of
obtaining additional data and project benefits.

Until such

studies have been completed, interim priorities and goals
are needed for the definition of data requirement for each
project.

For the Dickey-Lincoln School project, the collec-

tion effort should focus on information that is useful in
describing present conditions and in developing causal models
for impact assessment.

Collection of some data, like the analyses suggested in
the work tasks, can occur in stages.

In many cases recon-

naissance field studies can be carried out to determine whether
measurements appear critical or useful for refining the causal
models or whether sites warranting further investigation
(such as geological or archaeological) are located in the
project area.
further

If the reconnaissance studies so indicate,

(and possibly more detailed) studies can be made

during the Impact Statement period.

In some cases

(parti-

cularly historical and archaeological data) collection can
then proceed on a continuing basis after the Impact Statement
is submitted and even during construction to obtain data of
scientific value.
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The following observation and sampling program is
described largely for the reconnaissance with some detail
(particularly in the aquatic data) suitable for second level
analyses which are very likely to be needed for a thorough
and comprehensive Impact Statement.

Physical and Chemical Parameters.

For complete analysis

of water quality in the impoundment and the upstream and
downstream areas, and for assessment of the impacts of
water quality and other factors on the species and population
of the aquatic ecosystem, the dozen parameters listed in
Table 2-3 should be sampled with the regularity and process
indicated.

Flow must be estimated to determine the input to the
Dickey and Lincoln School Reservoirs.

As indicated, flow

will be important to the assessment of impoundment trophic
levels, the productivity of the tributaries, the basic productivity and fishery yield of the Dickey impoundment, and
the characteristics of the sedimentation.

Suspended solids

must be estimated in order to gage the amount of material
that would settle out in the reservoir and to determine the
net productivity of the tributaries.

Detritus is one of the

important fixed-carbon inputs which will have a bearing on
the impoundment productivity and fishery yield, and the possible nutrient sink in impoundment sediments.

Detritus should
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Water Quality Sampling
Assessments
Parameter
Flow

A

B

C

D

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Suspended Solids

Sampling
Category

X

Detritus (TOC, total
and filtered)
Nutrients - Total N
- Total P**
Turbidity and Color

X
X
X

X

Total Dissolved Solids
(-)

Ionic Species
PH

Temperature
Dissolved Oxygen
Alkalinity
Chlorophyll a
*

Assessments

X

2 cont

X

2 cont

X

2 cont

X

2 grab

est. X

2 grab

A - impoundment trophic level, 2 methods
B - net 1° productivity of tributaries
C - 2° productivity and fishery yield of
impoundment
D - Sedimentation characteristics, and
possible nutrient source or sink in
the impoundment.

** Total phosphorus should include identification of 3 species
dissolved particulate bound and precipitationally introduced.
These are rain collection samples.
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Table 2-3

(continued)

Sampling Categories:
1

weekly during high flows, monthly remainder of study

l(-)

(ionic species) at least once high and low flows, to
be determined by observation of similarities and
variation.

2 cont.

36 hour "diurnal"

2 grab

2 or more samples obtained during diurnal sample
period.

instrumented.

Series A could be collected by touring crews from each
station.
Series B requires about 3 days per site sample, a profile
of 3 or more samples be taken from each station , so that co'ndi
tions of high and low water can be estimated.
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be measured as the difference of total organic carbon

(TOC)

and filtered organic carbon.

Nutrients, measured in terms of total N, total P, and
Si02f have an obvious bearing on the productivity of the impoundment and the fishery yield, impoundment trophic levels, and
sedimentation characteristics

(for P)

Turbidity and color

are indicators of primary productivity and trophic levels.
Total dissolved solids measurements are necessary to form a
morphoedaphic index to estimate fish production.

Ionic species would also be helpful for measuring the productivity and fishery yield of the impoundment

(this is

closely related to conductivity which is a very strong determinant of fish species and productivity)

pH is an important

water quality indicator; the diurnal variation of pH and
alkalinity correlates well with primary productivity and
would be useful for determining the productivity of the trii
butaries.

Temperature is perhaps one of the most important indicators of water quality which will be particularly useful in
determining the productivity of the upstream tributaries.
Dissolved oxygen would also be an important indicator of the
quality of the water that would be flowing into the impoundment.
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Finally, alkalinity, as mentioned ^bove, will be useful
in conjunction with pH to determine productivity; and chlorophyll a will be an indicator of present primary productivity
in the tributaries.

The measurements should be performed at least once a
month for one year commencing at once.

In addition, solar

radiation and wind rose must be taken at a site representative
of the impoundment.

These factors should be measured in the following places:
1.

Ninemile

(current gage);

2.

Dickey

3.

Big Black

4.

Chimenticook
Camp);

5.

Pockwock at the confluence of the east and west
branches;

6.

Little Black at the boat landing ramp.

(current gage);
(upstream of Forest Service Camp);
(3 miles upstream from Forest Service

These sites are recommended to obtain water quality information from representative drainage sub-basins on the basis of
geomorphology, land use, topography, headwater conditipns, and
tributary drainage areas.

It is desirable on the first round

of analyses to sample what would be the major tributaries to
the projected impoundment.

However, in the Little Black

River sub-basin, a sampling station at the 910-foot elevation
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on the mainstera would not be representative of a significant
fraction of the sub-basin's drainage area contributing to
the projected impoundment.

Therefore, it is recommended that

the sampling station be located at a point lower on the mainstem.
or

On this basis, these tributaries are ranked by area

(equivalently) flow volume:

(1) Dickey;

(2) Ninemile;

(3) Big Black near confluence with the Saint John;
Black near the boat landing;
cook.

(5) Pockwock; and

(4) Little

(6) Chimenti-

The last two are accessible by a privately maintained

road from Dickey.

The Little Black, Big Black, and Ninemile

stations are more remote.

If stations were selected at the 910-foot level or above,
a station on Depot Stream, accessible from St. Pamphile
or Allagash, should also be considered since that stream
would contribute significant flow as a separate tributary.
These six suggested sites would be representative of the
different conditions of the basin.

An assessment early

in the sampling program could ascertain if any of these sampling
stations could be eliminated due to similarity to other stations.

Fish Species and Population.

The studies of fishery and

other resources should be made in the context of three basic
purposes.

The first is to identify the state of the system

at present, as defined by the current values of the state
variables which include physical-chemical parameters and
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biological variables.

Fish species and population must be

included in the sampling.

The second purpose is to identify the cause-effect
relation

( or production function) of the present ecosystem.

The production function is required to estimate the future
system output with and without the Dickey-Lincoln project.
The production function is also useful in the evaluation
of effectiveness of mitigation measures.

The third purpose

is to assess the value of the fishing opportunities to the
users

(the fishermen) for the purpose of recreational assess-

ment.

To complete the baseline inventory of fish species and
population, several studies are required.

Specifically,

the studies should include:

1.

A creel census and/or fishing log to determine the

relative utilization of the stream and lake fisheries and to
provide a subjective estimate of the quality of the brook
trout fishery.

Since user data is already being collected

by the gatekeepers of the Northern Maine Woods Association,
it is likely that a simple questionnaire could be provided
to visitors and the gatekeepers might be able to record
additional useful information appropriate to the Impact
Statement.

Similar data should be collected on users of some

of the lakes in the vicinity, such as those on the Allagash
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or the Fish River chain of lakes, for comparison.

This data

collection would be equally valuable to the recreational
analysis of the social and economic impacts study.

2.

Primary game and competitor fish species enumeration

and stream survey.

This study would consist of electrofishing

sampling of the basin.

The survey could consist of 10 to 20

reaches of downstream and upstream tributaries to determine
the existing populations in relation to stream conditions with
an emphasis on brook trout, yellow perch and salmon.

In

particular the suitability of the stream for brook trout could
be assessed.

At the same time this study crew could with very

little additional effort, manage some of the simple water
quality, chemical and physical parameters that have been identified as important to determining the character of the
existing

(baseline) ecosystem.

Flow, temperature, conducti-

vity, and dissolved oxygen could be measured and samples
taken for laboratory evaluation of other water quality parameters.

3.

Young of the year survey

(preferably carried out soon

after spawning) to determine the geographic distribution of
the utilized spawning areas.

This study would be a natural

adjunct to the electrofishing

survey.

4.

Fish community composition could be assessed to

determine the relative abundance of fish species in the
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basin area.

This study can be carried out by keeping more

detailed records during the electrofishing survey.
5,

Condition factors could also be noted to determine

the nutritional status of the population.
The first three studies are of primary importance to
the Impact Statement, while the last two are useful but not
critical.

However, since the last three studies could be

completed with only a small additional amount of data recorded
during the survey in Task 2, it seems feasible and desirable
to carry out all five studies.

Terrestrial Resources and Species.

The alteration of

the terrestrial resources of the basin appears to be not as
large as that of the aquatic resources.

However, at present

most of the resource value of the basin comes from the terrestrial component, especially the forest products industry.
The impacts on this industry will have to be assessed as
discussed elsewhere in this report.

While considerably

smaller in economic terms, the recreation/hunting/fishing
activities should be assessed in terms of alteration to use
and state conditions.

All previous examinations of environmental impacts have
concluded that the terrestrial ecosystem impact of greatest
concern is the alteration to the deer population which would
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be expected as a result of the inundation of a portion of
their present habitats.

As estimates of populations, normal carrying capacity,
and actual hunter harvest are exceedingly difficult to
obtain with reasonable degrees of confidence, it is suggested
that the alteration of deer or other terrestrial or avian
populations and their utilization be assessed by professionals experienced in the area.

The assessment should

indicate as explicitly as possible the techniques employed
for quantification of the various parameters.

If the new

assessments of the most likely worst conditions do not
indicate significant
or state

(to be determined) alterations of use

(population), then further data refinement, veri-

fication and reassessment would not be warranted.

The area which would be affected by the impoundment
should be surveyed for other species and conditions of
ecological and scientific concern.

The resulting data should

be used to assess the alterations to these elements within
the immediate area and beyond.

As the margin of the impoundment would impose scientific
habitat alterations, these variations and the identification
of likely vegetative cover patterns should be considered and
the area surveyed to determine the availability of the species
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which would occupy these niches.

These data will assist in

the assessment of whether the establishment of these species
is likely.

This assessment is necessary to analyze the impact

on the productivity of local terrestrial and impounded aquatic
ecosystems.

Required Environmental Impact Analyses

Because the earlier assessments of impacts were completed
eight years ago, much of the information, which was not based
on extensive data collection, needs revision and amplification.
Further, new analyses must be completed in order to assess
likely impacts in areas that were not at issue during previous
studies.

There are no universally accepted impact projection and
assessment methods.

However, it is reasonable to consider a

series of steps in each analysis that goes from fairly simple
models to more elaborate models as information dictates.
There are two important data advantages in starting with
simple robust models.

Aggregated data can be used for the

first cut and, more significantly, a simple

(highly aggre-

gated) model frequently points out the important problem
areas, including significant data gaps and dominant factors,
for additional analysis.
this thinking.

The analyses suggested here reflect
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The discussion of work required to complete the impact
analyses is presented in terms of the time/location
shown in Table 1-1.

framework

The first section, covering the required

geological and physical analyses, discusses the work which we
assume will be completed by the Corps of Engineers rather
than contracted.

Some of these required studies have been

initiated already.

For the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems,

the work packages and tasks listed delineate the major analysis
that must be undertaken; this list is not meant to limit
basic information-gathering, review, and basic analysis in
the areas marked

(

) in Table 1-1.

Geological and Physical Analyses

The geological and physical analyses required in the
environmental impact assessment of the project include flow
and temperature analyses, sediment and deposition studies,
geological site analyses, and seismic studies.

The most

extensive work required pertains to the flow and temperature
regimes with and without the project.

These are major impact

elements and in turn have major impact on the aquatic ecosystem and human use.

The work discussed in this part of the

scope therefore focuses primarily on these areas.

It is

assumed at this time that the Corps will carry out these
analyses and complete them on a schedule that permits the
results to be used as input to the ecosystems analyses described
in the following twp parts of the environmental scope of work.
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Flow Regime Analysis,,

As in the other impact assessments,

a baseline condition must be established against which to
compare the project condition of the physical system so that
the impacts may be estimated.

The four-compartment system shown in Figure 1-2 is
recommended in the analysis of the flow regime because of
the following system characteristics.

The upper stream will

be affected by the backwater curve from the Dickey Reservoir;
the backwater curve will in turn vary in size and thus location, depending on the pool level.

The Dickey Reservoir

will change the physical, chemical, and biological regimes
of the present system.

Stratification will occur in the

reservoir and the pool level will fluctuate.
School Reservoir level will vary rapidly.

The Lincoln

The reach downstream

of the Lincoln School will be a flowing stream with flow and
temperature regulated by the reservoirs.

In addition, the

groundwater reservoir will be modified in its level and
possibly its quality.

The variability as well as the average value of the
physical system characteristics are important in the assessment of the ecosystem and recreation impacts.
Reservoir pool level, fluctuation, and streamflow for
specific given designs and sets of operating rules for the
project are being analyzed by the Corps.

For a set of
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historical data

(meteorology and hydrology for 1932-1973)

pertinent to the Upper Saint John area, a response between
reservoir pool and streamflow downstream will be obtained.
The pool level estimates from the preliminary 30-year monthly
simulation carried out by the Corps are shown in Figure 2-1.
Further simulation of many synthetic hydrologic sequences
will show distribution of response.
will also be determined.

The rate of fluctuation

Calculations should at least deter-

mine frequency of inundation by elevation and the average
length of time inundated by elevation.

Computer programs to perform the computation are readily
available.

The HEC-1, -3, -4 of the Corps of Engineers and

the DEM of Meta Systems are appropriate tools.

For a given

pool level of the Dickey Reservoir, backwater curve computaI
tion will define the extent of upstream effect.
is a handy tool for the analysis.

The HEC-2

The Corps is also per-

forming this analysis.

The time scale of a simulation exercise must be pertinent
to the purpose of analysis.

In this case hourly or finer

time scales may be needed for the flood routine.

Hourly

flow simulation is also needed in the downstream reach.
Hourly simulation can be performed for some selected critical
periods, such as dry and warm months.
simulation may be needed for spring,

Weekly pool level
summer, and fall while

monthly calculation may be sufficient for the winter season.

Figure 2-1
Dickey Reservoir Pool Level
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Temperature Regime Analysis.

Two physical models and

a mathematical simulation model are being used by the Corps
to simulate the entire impoundment and release system.

One

of the physical models simulates the flow and temperature
regime at the outlet zone while the other covers the entire
water body.

Data obtained in these two sets of experiments

will be used in the mathematical model simulation.

Simulation

results will then be fed back to the physical models so that
all three models operate as an iterative unit to obtain
reliable solutions.

Three distinct runoff conditions

(wet,

average, and dry) will be analyzed in concert with three
meteorological conditions for simulation.

Three-hour periods

are planned to analyze the dynamic variation of temperature.
However, daily periods are probably sufficient in most cases.

Both impoundment and downstream flow temperatures will
be considered in the analysis.

Results of the analysis will

provide specifications for the intake structure design and flow
release policies so that beneficial effects of temperature
change due to the impoundment will be enhanced and harmful
ones minimized.

The analysis will provide input data for the

ecosystem analyses as well.

A sample format for the analysis of the flow and temperature regimes is set out in Table 2-4.

This matrix shows the

time periods and the reaches together with summaries of tasks
that will have to be carried out.

Table 2-4
A Sample Format for Flow/Temperature Analytical
(With the Dickey-Lincoln School

Results

Project)

;eriod
Location

Upstream

Construction

describe changed
drainage pattern
estimate increasec
soil erosion;
estimate sediment
load profile
along the river

same as above
Dickey
Reservoir

Lincoln
Reservoir

Adjustment After Filling

Filling

same as above

Long Term Average

define backwater (extend, depth
& velocity), identify its variation concurrent with reservoir
pool function;
analyze the rate of backwater
variation for summer & fall;
specify temp profile & its characteristic (median/or average,
extremes and standard deviation)
in summer & fall;
determine suspended and bedload materials transport
Describe the rate of storage;
estimate temp, regime in
reservoir & in releases
(emphasizing summer & fall);
estimate suspended solids
trapping efficiency

same as left

define monthly pool level & exposed areas expressed
results in histogram; determine extreme pool levels
& exposed areas, timing of these extreme events;
specify the rate of fluctuation in summer and fall;
describe monthly temp, regime in the reservoir;
analyze the vertical temp, distribution; identify
temperature stratification & t:hermocline position
(volumes of epilimnion & hypolimnion) monthly or
seasonally; specify water temp, in releases; determine trapping efficiency of sediments & suspended
solids content in released water

estimate total annual releases;
|
define hourly & daily pool level variation;
and extreme pool level, the rate of
pool fluctuation; determine daily and monthly
temperature regime; specify water temperature
in released water

Table 2-4

Location

Downstream

Iroundwater

Construction

describe changed
drainage pattern;
estimate increase
soil erosion;
estimate sediment
load profile
along the river

describe monthly
water table level ;
determine moisture
regime in vadose
zone

(continued)

Filling

Adjustment After Filling

delineate the reach affected
by reduction in total flow
due to fillup operation;
define hour & daily variation in stage, streamflow
& velocity; estimate min.
daily, weekly & seasonal
flows; determine temp, profile for extreme summer &
fall; determine suspended
solids

Long Term Average

define downstream extent within which impacts
are significant; determine hour & daily variation in stage, streamflow and velocity within
impacted reach; estimate median, average standard deviation & extremes of weekly, monthly,
seasonal & annual releases; define median monthly
hydrographs; define median daily hydrographs for
summer and fall; define flood hydrographs and
frequency; determine median and extreme temp,
profile; determine suspended solids content;
determine geomophemetric changes in river banks

determine water table level and its rate
toward long term average condition ;
determine moisture regime in vadose zone

en

determine monthly water
table level concurrent
with pool fluctuation;
determine moisture
regime in vadose zone;
delineate impacted
area
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Materials Balance Analysis.

A materials balance of

sediment, nutrients, and possibly other materials should
be carried out for Dickey Reservoir-

The sediment balance

is required for the examination of the siltation characteristics of the reservoir and of downstream scouring effects.
The nutrient and sediment

balances are required also for

the assessment of reservoir primary and secondary production
and of the fishery productivity of the downstream reaches.
Although regionalization provides a reasonable basis for
preliminary materials balances, the input estimates used
should be compared with sediment, nutrient, and other material
fluxes in the Upper Saint John Basin in order to assess their
validity.

Geological Survey.

Geological studies of the site area

should be undertaken to ascertain whether there are any
potentially useful or economically valuable mineral resources,
and to determine the extent of scientifically valuable information about the geological history of the area.

Reconnais-

sance studies would provide sufficient data for the Impact
Statement; continuing studies, even during construction, if
necessary, could insure that no valuable historical data
are lost to the impoundment.

Studies on the seismic nature

of the area also are underway and should encompass the possible
effects of an impoundment

(and the implications of an earthfill

structure) on the seismic character of the site.
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Aquatic Ecosystem Analyses

As indicated earlier, all impact analyses must begin
with an estimate of conditions as they would be without the
project.

This means that the ongoing economic activity,

associated residuals and the quantities transported to the
streams must be estimated, along with the natural inputs.

The trends in species composition under conditions
without the project need more explication.

For example,

there has been some discussion that yellow perch is displacing brook trout populations in the reaches downstream
from the proposed impoundment.

The possibility of this

occurring within the impoundment and upstream areas should
be assessed.

Fishery biologists are the primary resources

for the information and judgment required in this work.

The work required for the major analyses of with and
without project conditions and the assessment of impacts
on the aquatic ecosystem are presented in the following
pages.

The tasks described below correspond to the X boxes

in Table 1-1.

Work Package AE 1

Purpose:

To establish the current

environmental conditions without the
project over time.
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Tasks
1.

Describe the present state of the aquatic ecosystem

in terms of the following reaches:
(a)

Upper Basin

(UP) —

above the maximum pool

level of the proposed Dickey Reservoir;
(b)

Dickey Reservoir Area

(DR);

(c)

Dickey Reservoir Littoral Zone

(d)

Lincoln School area

(e)

Downstream as far as alteration of water

(DRL);

(LS);

quality and flow regime affect the ecosystem

(DWN)

The state of the present system should be quantitatively
described

(where possible) in terms of:

(1) fish species and

abundance, habitat, shellfish, other invertebrates, and
primary and secondary productivity;

(2) current economic acti-

vities and their residuals as they affect the aquatic
ecosystem including the implications of the implementation
of Public Law 92-500 and other relevant state and national
laws and probable trends; and

(3) dissolved oxygen, fecal

coliforms, chlorinated hydrocarbons, nutrients, and other
water quality parameters.

(Economic activities and trends

used in this analysis should be consistent with those used
in the social and economic analysis.)
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2.

Project future aquatic ecosystem conditions in the

basin without the project over the estimated project time
period.

Projections should be carried out under two sets of
assumptions used in the economic projection:
of recent trends; and

(1) extension

(2) more intensive forest management,

agricultural practices, and recreation use.
Work Package AE 2

Purpose:

To estimate the future

state of the aquatic ecosystem*
with the project over time.
Estimates should be made for five time periods, in the
five reaches described.

The time periods are as follows:

(1) pre-construction, or current conditions;
(3) reservoir filling;

(2) construction;

(4) adjustment after filling; and (5)

long-term average.

In the following tasks, various degrees of sophistication
in analysis will be called for

Initial analyses of impacts

should assume the worst conditions appropriate to the reach

* State of aquatic ecosystem is hereafter assumed to include
the factors listed in Work Package AE Is
(1) fish species
and abundance, habitat, shellfish and other invertebrates,
primary and secondary productivity; (2) residuals of economic
activity as they affect the ecosystem; (3) DO, fecal c o n forms, chlorinated hydrocarbons, nutrients and other water
quality parameters.
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and time period under consideration.

For example, analysis

of the long-term average impact of oil pollution in the Dickey
reseirvoir might assume that all of the oil from a sub-drainage
area would be discharged into a relatively quiescent arm of
the reservoir —

thereby maximizing the concentration in a

section of the reservoir with minimum mixing.

If the resulting

analysis indicates minimal impact, no more extensive analysis
would be required.

If a potentially significant impact were indicated or if
»

the analytic uncertainty were too great, a more sophisticated
approach

(i.e., a model with greater spatial or temporal

resolution and/or with a greater number of considered variables)
would be necessary.

This would include refinement of input

estimates and other assumptions based on data collected in
the sampling program.
Tasks

1.

Estimate the state of the aquatic ecosystem in the

downstream

(DWN) area during the period of construction.

Use estimates of sediment, nutrients, and other material
from the materials balance

(see physical analyses) and

prior experience/expert consensus of fishery biologists
to estimate the major effects of construction on elements of
the aquatic ecosystem for the period up until the beginning
of the filling of the reservoirs.
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2.

Estimate the state of the downstream

(DWN) ecosystem

during the filling period.

The pertinent changes include:
(a)

A flow regime in accordance with Corps policy;

(b)

Temperature changes caused by Dickey Reservoir;

(c)

Changes in nutrients

(N/P) resulting from acti-

vity in Dickey Reservoir during filling;
(d)

Changes in organic content

(tanins, detritus,

BOD, etc.) resulting from decomposition of material in the
reservoir from cleaning and cutting.
(e)

Changes in biota resulting from the above

changes.
(f)

Changes in productivity due to changes in

physical conditions.
3.

Estimate the state of the aquatic ecosystem in the

Dickey and Lincoln School Reservoirs during the filling and
adjustment periods.
Use estimates of changes in physical and chemical conditions, Corps decisions and starting population and species
composition based on experience with analogous projects/locations.
here.

Methods discussed in Task 6 would also be applicable
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4.

Estimate the state of the aquatic ecosystem of the

periodically inundated zone during the adjustment after filling
period.

Make estimates based on other reservoir records

showing comparable pool level fluctuations.

5.

Estimate the long term average state of the aquatic

ecosystem upstream given the backwater curve, possible tributary delta build-up, hydrology, reservoir fish population,
migration barriers, etc.

6.

Estimate the long term average state of the aquatic

ecosystem in Dickey and Lincoln School Reservoirs.
Initial estimates of primary production should follow
Dillon.*

Initial fishery production estimates should be made

based on Ryder's** morphoedaphic index.

More complex analyses

should employ an ecosystem model like the Project Hydro model
of Lake Erie*** or the Chen and Orlob model of Lake Washington."*"

* Dillon, P. J. (1974) "A Manual for Calculating the Capacity
of a Lake for Development," Water Resources Branch, Ontario
Ministry of the Environment.
** Ryder, R. A. (1965) "A Method for Estimating the Potential
Fish Production of North-temperate Lakes," Trans Am Fish. Soc.
94:214-218.
*** Blanton, J. 0. and A. R. Winklhofer (1971) "Physical Processes Affecting the Hypolimnion of the Central Basin of Lake
Erie," Environmental Protection Agency, Project Hydro.
+

Chen, C. W. and G. T. Orlob (1972) "Ecological Simulation
for Aquatic Environments," prepared for the Office of Water
Resources Research, U.S. Department of the Interior, Water
Resources Engineers, Inc., Walnut Creek, California, December.
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Estimates of fish community composition should be based on
physical and chemical projections of reservoir characteristics
and on prior experience/expert consensus of fishery biDlogists.

7

Estimate the long-term average state of the periodi-

cally inundated zone of Dickey and Lincoln School Reservoirs
in terms of aquatic vegetation, fish, primary production, and
secondary production.

Given the operating rules, fluctuations, buffer zone management, microclimate, and other factors, estimate the inputs
into the Dickey and Lincoln Reservoir systems.

Make estimates

based on data and experience with other projects and judgment
of local experts.

8.

Estimate the long # term average state of the aquatic

ecosystem downstream.
Initial estimates of fishery productivity should be made
based on a fixed-carbon mass balance.*

Estimates of dissolved

oxygen levels and assimilative capacity should employ a
Streeter-Phelps model of reaeration and oxygen depletion.
Estimate the geomorphometric impacts downstream and the

* Meta Systems Inc, "The Saint John River Site Study,"
(in progress) for the National Commission on Water Quality,
1975.
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distance to the point where the impacts of the Dickey-Lincoln
reservoirs are not significant.
Work Package AE 3

Purpose:

To determine the impacts

of the project on the aquatic ecosystems.
Tasks
1.

Compare the states of the aquatic ecosystems without

and with the project over time to determine the probable impacts.

2.

Determine the extent of the impacts and whether these

impacts are positive or negative.
3.

Prepare an integrated assessment of the impacts of

the project, including consideration of mitigation activities.
Terrestrial Ecosystem Analyses

Work Package TE 1

Purpose:

To establish the existing

terrestrial ecosystem conditions
without the project over time.

Tasks

1.

Describe the present state of the terrestrial eco-

system in terms of the following areas:
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(a)

Mainland Habitat

(MH) —

these areas would change

as the impoundment rises from the pre-construction condition to the basin above elevation 910 and may extend
beyond the basin boundary in consideration of migratory
elements.
(b)

Periodically Inundated Zone

that would be periodically
(c)

Island Habitat

(PI) -- the area

inundated.

(IH) ~

islands that would be

formed by Dickey Reservoir

The state of the present system should be quantitatively
described

(where possible) in terms of

(1) vegetative cover,

soil depth, surface slope, wildlife and waterfowl species and
abundance, primary productivity- and secondary productivity
and

(2) current economic activities

(especially forestry

activities) and their residuals as they affect the terrestrial
ecosystem, including the implementation of relevant state and
national laws and probable trends in private management practice.*

(Economic activities and trends should be consistent

with those used in the social and economic analysis.)

2.

Project future terrestrial ecosystem conditions in

the basin without the project over a 50 year period.

* Hereafter, the phrase "the state of the terrestrial ecosystem" indicates that description should be in these same
terms.
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Projections should be carried out under the two sets
of assumptions used in the economic baseline projection:
(1) extension of recent trends and

(2) intensive forest

management, agricultural practices, and recreational use.
Work Package TE 2

Purpose:

To estimate the future

state of the terrestrial ecosystem
with the project over time.
Estimates should be made for five time periods for each
of the three areas described above.

The time periods are:

(1) the pre-construction period or current baseline conditions;

(2) construction;

after filling; and

(3) reservoir filling;

(5) long term average.

(4) adjustment

(Table 1-1)

Tasks

1.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the mainland habitat

(MH) areas during the construction period.

Use estimates of increased hunting pressure and recreational use attributed to the increased
population and visitors.

construction-related

Include estimates of the effects of

forest road relocation, transportation corridor construction
and use, and dam material removal and transport.

Include

effects due to population moving away from the vicinity of
the construction site.

2.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the periodically inundated zone

(PI) during the construction

period.

Use cutting and clearing schedules and surface slope data
to estimate the nature and extent of vegetative cover remaining based on prior experience/expert consensus of field
botanists familiar with the area.
similar reservoirs.

Employ experience from

Include estimates of the (effects of

deforestation of the area between elevation 865 and 910 feet
(on both the ecosystem and social and economic systems)

In-

clude estimates of population changes which might be induced
by increased forage and edge effects, and the establishment
of habitats which would later experience inundation.

3.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the island habitat

(IH) during the reservoir filling period.

Use data on population densities developed in Work Package
TE 2, Tasks 1 and 2, to determine the anticipated forced increase in density and estimate the importance of possible
recreational efforts.
4.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the mainland habitats
ing filling.

(MH) during the adjustment period follow-
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Use data obtained for Task 1, Work Packages TE 1 and
TE 2 to estimate populations and readjustments likely to be
experienced by wildlife, and other tree and plant species
as hydrologic regimes become established.

Include estimates

of the human-induced stresses to the system due to recreational and economic use adjustments.

Evaluate the system

for possible disruption of migration due to the impoundment.

5.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the island habitat

(IH) during the adjustment period.

As in Task 4 above.

Include estimates of and identifica-

tion of possible local extinction or species isolation phenomena
of scientific interest.

Estimate the value of isolation for

preservation and the effects of reduced accessibility on
economic utilization of the area.

6.

Estimate the state of the terrestrial ecosystem in

the periodically inundated zone

(PI) during the adjustment period.

Use data from similar hydrographic regimes if possible
and soil information to estimate the vegetative regimes
which might develop.

Employ these estimates to discuss the

possibility of habitat enhancement for wildlife and bird
populations.

Estimate the impact of these vegetative, or

soil structure conditions on recreational utilization.
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7.

Estimate the long-term average state of the terres-

trial ecosystem in the mainland habitats

(MH)

Employ the previously developed estimates as they indicate response of the study population to perturbations.
Based upon these projections, prior experience and expert
consensus, prepare a description of the average state for
each of the two sets of assumptions used in the economic
baseline projections.

8.

Estimate the long-term average state of the terres-

trial ecosystem in the island habitat

(IH)

As in Task 1 above.

9.

Estimate the long term average state of the terres-

trial ecosystem in the periodically inundated zone

(PI)

Use projections of Task 6 and proceed as in Task 7

Work Package TE 3

Purpose:

To Determine the impacts

of the project on the terrestrial
ecosystems.

Tasks

1.

Compare the states of the terrestrial ecosystems

over time with and without the project to determine the
probable impacts.
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2.

Determine the extent of the impacts and whether

the impacts are positive or negative in character.
3.

Prepare an integrated assessment of the impacts of

the project, including consideration of mitigation activities.
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Section 3
Scope of Work for Analysis of Impacts
on Human Systems

Introduction
The social and economic assessment should inventory,
without and with the project, current and future conditions
including:

population; economic activities; service levels

and costs; infrastructure requirements and costs; the tax
base; the organization and capabilities of local groups
and institutions; social and cultural values; land use
patterns; water use, and environmental amenities.

Local

and regional development plans are an important point of
reference for this assessment.

The assessment begins with an analysis of the economy
of the area.

The economy of any area is determined by the

basic employment available.

The basic employment also generates

"second level" jobs to support the basic jobs.

The jobs and

wages available attract population; population, in turn,
generates demand for private and public services.*

*

For the sake of clarity we suggest the following definitions:

— "Basic employment" is the local mix of agriculture
and industry which provides the continuing basis for employment.
In the site area basic employment includes agriculture,
silviculture, logging and closely allied industries, and tourism
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Private services also are second level jobs, but they
are derived mainly from population rather than basic employment.

Public services likewise derived firom population must

be supplied by tax dollars and so both depend on and dictate
the tax revenues collected in an area.

From basic employment, second level employment
employment) is estimated.

(dependent

Together these yield total employment,

from which households and total population are estimated.
turn, these provide —

In

by use of factors or coefficients —

the

quantities of services required in the public and private sectors.

Both public and private services^are a function of population; but they also contribute to the support employment sector.
It is useful to examine services separately because it is an
area in which the impacts caused by an influx of population
(such as the construction project) are particularly evident.

(Footnote continued from previous page.)
"Second level employment" includes the business and
industry which support the basic employment sectors.
This
level includes material and equipment supply, construction
and production industries, and private and public services.
Population is a function of employment and wages.
"Public services" include government, schools, health
care, public housing/ police and fire protection, utilities
(water, wastewater, solid waste, powey) and public recreation.
"Private services" are those supplied by private
entrepreneurs like housing, food service, retail establishments, private utilities, recreation and professional services
(legal, medical, insurance, financial, etc.).

r'
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Local Conditions Without Project

In projecting the economy of the area under without
project conditions, there are two principal activities of
the local economy to consider —

forestry and tourism.

These

are the two areas of likely growth and the two areas where
existing resources are likely to be used with greater intensity over time, given some probable changes in technology
and user trends.

(Agriculture is not likely to become more

intensive due to the soil conditions, growing season and
crop suitability factors.)

An analysis of the wood products industry and the recreation industry in the absence of the project will yield
the basic employment for the region plus —
the recreationists —

in the case of

some estimate of expenditures which

would be made within the local economy.

The social systems which must be considered include the
families, institutions, and culture of the Upper Saint John
Basin.

Although harder to analyze, these systems can be

described and impacts upon them can be considered qualitatively.
The qualitative descriptions contribute a social dimension to
the analysis of impacts.

Work Package SE 1

Purpose:

To establish the existing

economic and social conditions of
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the project area, without the project
over time.
Tasks
1.

Determine the current economic profile including

basic employment and income and second level employment.
Contact the Northern Maine Regional Planning Commission
(NMRPC) for data on existing conditions and current trends.
2.

Inventory the existing supply and demand

rates) for public and private services including:

(or use
housing,

schools, utilities, health care, police and fire protection,
recreation, waste disposal, insurance, banking, amusement,
legal assistance, etc.

3.

Analyze the possible changes in intensity in the

forestry and recreation industries.

Among the factors that should be considered in the
forestry analysis are:

the extent of damage by the spruce

budworm; the markets in petroleum and other fuels for which
wood can provide some substitute; new technologies for harvesting, managing, processing, and marketing wood; and
the relative productivity of the project site bottomlands
with more intensive management.

Estimates should be made

of wood volume per year, product mix and changes in produc-
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tivity over time.

This will require interviewing of know-

ledgeable industry individuals, possibly in Canada as well
as the U.S.

For recreation, the value of the river in its free-flowing
condition should be considered as part of a possible trend
toward more intensive use of rivers for recreation.

The

methodology for such analysis has been well-established by
the work of John Krutilla on Hell's Canyon and elsewhere.*
Hunting trends

(including Canadian patterns) and possible

changes in transportation and access to the area are additional
factors for consideration.

These intensive use possibilities for forestry and
recreation use should be stated in terms of value of the
resource and basic employment jobs produced in the local area.

4.

Make the baseline projection based on the low (or

continuing) conditions and the high
conditions

(or intensified use)

(derived from the above analysis) for the period

of the estimated life of the project in terms of basic jobs
and wages.

* Krutilla, John V., "Evaluation of an Aspect of Environmental Quality, Hell's Canyon Revisited," Proceedings of
the Social Statistics Section, American Statistical Society,
1970 (Resources for the Future Repririt No. 93)
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Project the second level or derived employment for the
two baseline possibilities
5.

(high and low)

Project the population for the area expected under

the two baseline conditions on the basis of estimated labor
participation rates.

6.

Project the expected demand for public and private

services under the two baseline conditions using the population figures from Task 5 and local multiplier factors.

7.

Design a Survey of Attitudes among the people most

directly affected by the project.

The survey should seek opinions by geographic locality
(local, state and region) and by interest groups

(farmers,

workers, businessmen, officials, lumber industry, environmentalists, recreationists, etc.) on both the existing values
held and attitudes about possible changes in traditional ways
of life and values.

The survey done for the State of Vermont

("Vermonters on Vermont") on attitudes toward development in
the state is a useful model.

These attitudes will provide a useful background for
assessing the magnitude and character of impacts in the eyes
of the people directly affected.
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The survey should be conducted in three geographic
areas:

local —

Allagash, St. Francis, Fort Kent, Mada-

waska; the county —

including Presque Isle, Caribou, Eagle

Lake, Ashland, etc.; and the state.

The most detailed por-

tion of the survey should be on the local level.

Some in-

formation on New England and perhaps national views should
be compiled if it is available on the same issues but the
formal survey need not extend to the larger areas.

Among

other things, the survey might cover current attitudes and
values about land use, life style, community standards

(taxes,

quality of services, environmental quality, etc.) and cultural
ties.

The local tolerance for change can be assessed also

by asking questions about what choices people would make
given a range of possible changes in their communities.

8.

Assemble the information collected, describe the

existing set of values and assess the likely preferences
for change in areas such as taxes, land use, social and
environmental priorities, and energy.

9.

Share the results of the survey with all other con-

tractors to inform them about the social context of the Impact
Statement process.

Local With Project Conditions

Once the without project conditions have been established,
there are two major factors which will greatly affect the
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magnitude and the positive or negative character of the
impacts of the project.

The first is the whole set of

decisions about the construction of the project:

the work

schedule or timetable; the number and type of workers for
each period of construction, including seasonal variation;
the hiring and training practices; and so forth.

Where these

details cannot be obtained with certainty from the Corps,
the contractor will have to make "most likely" assumptions
which must be coordinated with other impact contractors and
the Corps.

The second major factor is the amount and type of
preparation carried out by the local area

(with help from

the Corps, state and federal officials, and contractors)
If potential problems are anticipated and prepared for, the
negative impacts obviously are going to be less severe.
Again, best and worst preparation possibilities could be
used to determine the range of possible impacts.

Once these

two factors are determined or assumed, then it becomes possible
to follow the cause and effect chain through the economic and
social systems under with project conditions:
and wages

from employment

(basic and second level) to population, to services

in the public sector, to tax requirements and tax revenues,
and to social values.

The long-term impacts also will be closely correlated
to these factors and largely related to the continuing new
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employraent generated by the impoundment.

Because these

long-term impacts are likely to be smaller scale than during
the construction period, which will affect more people more
intensively, the scope of work focuses primarily on the
short-term with project conditions.

Work Package SE 2

Purpose:

To establish the economic

and social conditions in the local
area with the project over time.
Tasks
1.

Using the Corps construction schedule

(or assumptions

where necessary) and making assumptions about the level of
employment that would directly result from the existence of
the Dickey-Lincoln School project

(construction, maintenance,

and operation, and recreation-related), make projections of
the basic employment and changes in skill types that are
directly attributable to the project.

Short-term new jobs are primarily construction jobs;
long-term new jobs are primarily operation and maintenance
and recreation-based

2.

jobs.

Estimate the second level jobs which would result

from the increased basic employment.
These should be estimated for both the construction
period and the operation period.

'

3.
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Estimate the increase in population including the

number of families that different types of workers might
bring during different phases of the project.

4.

Using the capacity and current use figures for

public and private services, factors based on local trends,
and population projections from Task 3, project the requirements for goods and services resulting from the project.

Table 3-1 displays a sample format for organizing the
information on the public and private services, the current
capacity, use, projected demand without the project, projected demand with the project, and additional supply required
by the project.

5.

Using the data gathered from NMRPC and other state

and local sources, calculate the impacts of the expected
population increase and project characteristics on the
"social environment" conditions

(such as density, levels of

population, aesthetic preferences, etc.)

Some of these factors may have to be assessed descriptively based on the values expressed in the Survey of
Attitudes.

Table 3-2 displays the areas of likely impact,

suggests some ways of measuring acceptability and comparing
the without project and with project conditions.

Table 3-1
A Sample Format for Displaying Project-Induced Demand
on Public and Private Sectors
PUBLIC SECTOR

Areas of
Major Impact

Capacity

Current
Use

Projected
Demand
With
Project

Projected
Demand
Without
Project

Additional
Capacity
Required With
Project

Housing (units)
Schools (classrooms)
Health Care (hospital or
clinic; beds, staff)
Fire Protection (trucks,
men)
Police Protection
(equipment, men)
Water (gal./day capacity
cost)
Wastewater Disposal
(gal./day treatment
capacity)
Solid Waste (volume,
treatment capacity)
Power (kwh, base and
peak load, cost)
Recreation (acres of
public parks, picnic,
etc. )

i

-.

Table 3-1 (continued)

PRIVATE SECTOR

Areas of
Major Impact
Local Industry (value
added wages, jobs)
Wholesale Inventories
(gross sales)
Retail Inventories
(gross sales)
Private Services (banks,
lawyers, insurance,
barbers, etc.)
Amusement/Recreation
(movies, bowling,
bars, sports, skiing,
etc. )

Capacity

Current
Use

Projected
Demand
Without
Project

Projected
Demand
With
Project

Additional
Capacity
Required With
Project

Table 3-2
A Sample Format for Displaying Change
in Social Environment with Project

Areas of
Major Impact
Social Patterns (religious,
ethnic, family ties)
Density (people/acre, per
unit of housing, per
municipality, recreational
facilities, vehicles on
street, etc.)
Physical Conditions
Air (particulates, CO,
etc., level)
Water (DO, turbidity,
coliforms, BOD)
Noise (decibels, trucks,
cars, etc.)
Land (litter, heavy metals,
etc. )
Flood Protection (cost of
protection now, flood
insurance, repairs)

Current Levels
or Preferences

Long-Term
Without
Project

Long-Term
With
Project

Table 3-2 (continued)

Areas of
Major Impact
Aesthetics
Crime (robberies, fights,
white collar crime, theft,
poaching, prostitution,
liquor violations, fraud)
Recreation (visitor days,
class preferences)

Current Levels
or Preferences

Long-Term
Without
Project

Long-Term
With
Project

'

6.
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Using the projected cost of supplying public ser-

vices, and the expected changes in the tax base with the
project-related population, determine the ability of the
local towns to provide for any increase in demand for services.

This impact should be stated in terms of tax requirements
versus willingness to pay of the local area.
Work Package SE 3

Purpose:

To assess the short-term

and long-range social and economic
impacts of the project in the local
area by comparing without and with
project conditions.
Tasks
1.

Compare the projected demand on public and private

services with the project to the levels of projected demand
without the project for both high and low baseline conditions f
Determine and compare the impacts with and without project
conditions and what efforts could be made to enhance the
positive and reduce negative impacts.

2.

Use the Survey of Attitudes to relate local values

related to change to the likely changes with the project.
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3.

Prepare an integrated assessment

(combining objective

and subjective information) of the social and economic
impacts of the project at the local level.

State, Regional and International Impacts

Work Package SE 4

Purpose:

To determine the social

and economic impacts of the project
on the state of Maine.
Tasks
1.

With the help of state agencies determine the

current economic conditions for the state of Maine.

This information should include employment, skill and
wage levels; the percentage of employment provided in the
state from the timber and recreation resources of northern
Maine; the cost and supply of power, etc., using the high
and low resource use factors determined in Work Package SE 1.
Project the economic conditions for the estimated life of
the project time period without the project.

2.

Using the figures from the Corps on construction

employment, wages, skill factors, including seasonal variations and the expected number of jobs that will be created
in the long term in operation and recreation, calculate the
impacts of the project on the state.

Impacts would include
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second level or derived jobs and income which could be
attributed to the project on a state-wide level.

3.

Compare the projections of conditions without the

project to those with the project.

4.

Utilize information gathered in the Survey of

Attitudes at the state level to gage the impact of the
project on current social values related to land use,
flood control, recreation on a free-flowing river, use of
Maine's resources, and so forth.

Work Package SE 5

Purpose:

To estimate the impact; of

the project on the adjacent and
downstream areas of Canada that
would be affected by the project.

Tasks

1.

With the help of Canadian agencies, estimate the

current conditions in three relevant areas:

power generation,

flood control, and recreation.

This information should include the current capacity
for generation at Canadian hydro-powqr plants downstream
from the dam site; the average annual damage to crops and
property sustained in downstream areas on the Canadian side
of the border; and the recreational patterns —

hunting,

fishing, canoeing —

of Canadians in Maine.

The state of

the downstream fisheries in Canada must also be assessed.
2.

Using the information about the project provided by

the Corps or where necessary assumed by the contractors
(construction schedule, flow regime, operating rules, etc.),
compare without and with project conditions and determine
the likely impacts of the project on these three sectors
in Canada.

Work Package SE 6

Purpose:

To assess the impacts of

the project on the New England region.
Tasks
1.

With the help of inter-regional agencies

[such as

the New England River Basins Commission and the New England
Regional Commission) and relevant federal agencies

(such as

the Department of the Interior, and the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation), determine the existing conditions in New England
in the two relevant areas —
the future conditions —

power and recreation.

Project

including levels of demand, social

and economic consequences -- in these two areas without the
Dickey-Lincoln School project.

This required information includes the current generation
capacity for power, the current use loads and growth rates
for demand; the current trends in recreation use

(such as
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the interest in free-flowing rivers and relatively undisturbed woodlands)

These projections will need to be

discussed descriptively as quantitative data may not present the complete picture, particularly in the area of
social consequences.

2.

Project conditions relevant to power and recreation

with Dickey-Lincoln School in operation.
3.

Compare impact under without and with project

conditions in these two areas to assess the level of impact.
4.

With the help of experts in New England archaeology,

anthropology/ history and other scientific areas

(geology-

in particular), determine the probable impacts on the body
of scientific knowledge of potential importance to the
regional and national scientific communities.
Particular attention should be paid to the retrieval of
data about the geological history of the area; and to the
possible locations of sites related to the aboriginal human
history of the project area along the river valley.

There is

some evidence of such sites already documented; reconnaisance
work would be necessary to determine the extent of such sites
and to map a plan for information retrieval before and during
construction, prior to inundation.
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Section 4
Scope of Work for Analysis of
Alternatives to the Dickey-Lincoln School Project
i
The Dickey-Lincoln School project provides a mix of
benefits.

There is an approximate order of importances

peaking power supplied to the New England power grid

(of

regional importance); flood damage reduction for some areas
adjacent to the Saint John River in the U.S. and in Canada;
base power

(and some peaking) generally sufficient for

local distribution; increased power potential for hydroelectric plants in Canada; and recreation on the reservoir.
There is no feasible single-structure alternative to DickeyLincoln School that can provide generally the same mix of
services to the same geographic constituency.

The configu-

ration of the Saint John Basin and the region appears to
preclude an alternative multi-purpose project of the same
character as Dickey-Lincoln School.

Thus the analysis of

alternatives to Dickey-Lincoln School involves alternatives
or combinations thereof which would substitute for specific
outputs of the proposed project or achieve some other equilibrium position between [supply and demand for those outputs.

Alternatives for the following project outputs must
be considered:
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1.

7 25,000 kw peaking power

(an annual average of

approximately 3.5 hours per day, five days per week) to be
delivered to the New England grid;

2.

105,000 kw of intermediate load factor power to

be delivered to the local grid;

3.

Additional firm power to the Canadian

(New Brunswick)

4.

Flood damage reduction for the Saint John River

grid;

Valley below Lincoln School Reservoir in the U.S. and in
various municipalities in Canada;

5.

Recreational use of the reservoir and greater access

to the surrounding area for recreation; and
6.

Increased reliability of the New England Power Pool

(NEPOOL) system provided by spinning reserve at Dickey-Lincoln
School during April, and to meet a general emergency for which
Dickey Reservoir could be run eight hours per day for five
consecutive days without overfilling Lincoln School Reservoir

The study of alternatives therefore falls into three
major groups:

alternatives for power, alternatives for

flood damage reduction, and alternatives for recreation.

This

Scope of Work focuses mainly on the analysis of alternatives
for power.
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General Approach to Analysis
For each of the three types of alternatives, similar
steps of analysis should be followed.

First, the present

condition of the market or demand for each of the project
outputs must be determined.

Second, the future demand for

each output must be considered under two conditions:

with

current trends continuing and with trends changed by possible
shifts in consumer patterns

(such as reduced demand for peak-

load energy or increased recreational use of rivers)

Third,

the alternatives for each of the project outputs must be
compared to the Dickey-Lincoln School project and with each
other on the basis of their resource costs, environmental
impacts, social and economic impacts, and feasibility of
implementation.

If it can be shown that particular alternatives are less
desirable in terms of one or more of these measures than other
alternatives or the Dickey-Lincoln School project without
providing compensating advantages, these alternatives can
be eliminated from further analysis.

All the surviving

alternatives must therefore present feature(s) which render
them more attractive in some respects than the Dickey-Lincoln
School project.

Without a specific system objective function,

it is of course impossible to produce a conclusive ranking
of alternatives and a proposal for final design; such a
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ranking is not the aim of this study

Impact analysis need

not be performed for those alternatives which were eliminated .

Although the precise mode of comparison, and of presentation of results, are left to the discretion of the contractor subject to agreement and approval by the Corps of
Engineers, it seems reasonable to posit that a preference
or ranking matrix be developed for each of the benefit classes
(power, flood damage reduction, recreation)
XJ -v ~
1JK

The element

if alternative j is preferred to alternative i,

Xj_j^ = 1 if alternative i is preferred to j, and X^j^ = 0 if
the alternatives are indistinguishable

(all with respect to

benefit class k)
Resource costs are defined as the costs in money, energy,
land, manpower, and non-renewable resources; environmental
impacts include the effects on the physical and biological
systems surrounding the project; social and economic impacts
are the effects on human systems, institutions and individuals;
and implementation feasibility is a, measure of the likelihood
that an alternative can be carried out under existing or
projected institutional, social, financial, and political
constraints.

The analysis must be made for three points in time
1980, 1990 and 2000.

—

Supply and demand functions are subject

to serious instabilities when projected beyond the near
future.

These instabilities must be addressed in the

analysis, using appropriate statistical techniques to represent confidence levels implicit in the results.

An alternative is viable only if it can be implemented.
There are many complex institutional issues, costs, and
combinations of technological, environmental and political
factors that determine the feasibility of an alternative.
For purposes of this study, a criterion for screening alternatives is their likelihood of implementation as based on
environmental, technical, political and economic factors.
In the case of alternatives for project output, particularly
energy, it is important to note that not all the options
(e.g., for reducing demand or supplying energy to meet the
load curve) require the same level of analysis.

Some of the

options are technically less attractive, involve exorbitant
costs, require long lead times, or impose considerable
adjustments by a large portion of the population.

In general,

each alternative, or combination of alternatives, must be
examined for the impacts comparable to those considered for
Dickey-Lincoln School, although at a lesser level of detail,
to provide a basis for subsequent comparison and decisionmaking.
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Alternatives to Energy Supply
Suggesting the alternative demand patterns or alternative sources for the power that would be supplied by DickeyLincoln School is complicated by the fact} th^t the project
would feed into the grid of the New England Power Pool
(NEPOOL)

No one component of the NEPOOL grid can success-

fully be analyzed in isolation because a combination of
power sources and market factors determines which particular
array of NEPOOL contributors is used to meet the demand
curve.
idle

If one source of supply becomes disfunctional or

(such as a nuclear plant down for inspection) or too

highly priced

(e.g., oil fired units), the system can adjust

by drawing more heavily on another

Thus the analysis of

alternatives to energy supplied by the Dickey-Lincoln School
project must, to a limited extent, consider potential new
sources of baseload power which could shift existing, less
efficient sources into that peaking pool to be served by
Dickey-Lincoln School.

This would reduce the peaking demand

imposed on Dickey-Lincoln School.

The environmental, social

and economic impacts of these new baseload sources should be
compared to those of activating Dickey-Lincoln School as a
peaking source.

Impacts cannot be described or compared in

detail because the sources cannot be site specific.
1
< <
*
i. i
Because the project has a relatively long life, it is
necessary at least briefly to consider some potential
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alternatives which may not yet be widely implemented and
installed elsewhere.

However, this Scope of Work focuses

on supply alternatives for which prototypes are either being
tested or soon will be; the criterion of implementability
is crucial to determining a reasonable range of options.
Among the options for energy supply which have been tested
but not yet widely implemented are the following:

combined cycle gas turbine and steam generating
plants which increase the efficiency of gasburning units by recovering up to 40 percent of the
heat lost in burning;

advanced cycle gas turbines, a more efficient
type of gas-burning generator now under study;
compressed air storage for peaking;
total energy systems which integrate power generation and heating/cooling systems, a practice used
in Europe.

Up to 70 percent efficiency can be

obtained by capturing residual heat from power produc
tion for heating and cooling;

solid waste burning, for which there are several
operative prototypes and which is particularly
interesting near the densely populated urban centers
of the NEPOOL area;
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fuel cells;

tidal power, for which there are two prototypes
(in the U.S.S.R. and France) and for which there
have been and are continuing studies in the NEPOOL
area,*

All of these energy sources, except combustion of solid
waste, would provide peaking power

Solid waste burning can

provide baseload power for areas with waste from more than
one-half million people, or more than 1,000 tons per day-

The other major and widely accepted peaking possibility
is pumped storage, for which there exists a survey of likely
New England sites.**

Pumped storage is one of the most

practical ways of providing peaking capacity where suitable
areas are available.

Large centralized plants are likely

because initial costs and economies of scale are high with
this technology.

At this time, solar

(including wind) generation of

electricity appears to be a distant possibility for which

* Arthur D. Little, Inc., "An Overview of Alternative Energy
Sources for Less Developed Countries," Agency for International Development, 1974.
** New England River Basins Commission, "An Environmental
Reconnaissance of Alternative Pumped Storage Sites in New
England," July, 1973.

'
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the technology is not well-defined or tested.

Similarly,

the foreseeable economic advantages and technology for
conversion of waste wood to methanol do not suggest this to
be a major supply source.

Measures for demand reduction must be included in the
analysis of alternatives.

Peak demand on power systems can

be reduced in two basic ways:

through economic constraints

such as peak load pricing and through general load reduction by such devices as restriction of power supplied or
widespread use of alternative energy inputs

(solar heating

or wind power) on local levels.

The principal short-term option for reducing demand is
a rate increase, or rather a continuation of the trend in
rate increases that started about 1970.
could take two forms.

The rate increase

One would be a simple increase across

the board, maintaining intact the existing differential
rate structure

(declining rate structure)

The second form

would be to restructure the rate schedule either by making
it horizontal or increasing-*

This means eliminating

promotional rates, such as those for electric space heating,

* The incidence of these options or the question of who
bears the burden of rate changes should not be overlooked
in examining the alternatives. However, the analysis of
alternatives must describe the effects of various options
so that decisions can be made in other chambers.
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and also charging more for the marginal than for the initial
kilowatt-hours.

An analysis of the effect of price changes

would presumably be done by simulation; the analyst would
assume ranges of elasticity and display their effects on
demand.

It is of special importance -- bearing in mind tt>at
Dickey-Lincoln School is primarily a peaking power plant

—

that the analysis consider also the effect of a price
structure designed to discourage the use of power at peak
times.

Until recently, utility commissions have been reluc-

tant to do what is fairly commonplace in Europe, namely to
have demand metered for all users at the time of coincident
peak.

At present, large users are metered and billed for

their instantaneous peak, regardless of whether this happens
when the system peak occurs or not.

Last year, the utility

commission in Wisconsin agreed to move in the direction of
coincident demand metering.
occur elsewhere.

Similar action is beginning to

A limited experiment has been started

recently in an area of Vermont.

A great deal of discretionary load could be either
eliminated

or shifted into the off-peak period if the economic

incentive were sufficient to justify the capital cost burden
that this would impose on the users.
three types.

One involves storage.

Capital costs are of
For example, hot-water
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heaters would have to be larger if they were to be disconnected during peak periods.

Another involves timer-control,

or, in the more sophisticated cases, computer control of
loads to minimize the combined effect of several simultaneous
demands.

The third involves supplemental energy sources,

such as diesel generators, or, possibly, solar collectors,
that would operate primarily at peak times to reduce the load
on the electric facility.

Electrical and other energy stor-

age techniques being considered by utilities fall into this
category if the utility is considered to be its own customer

It is clear that energy conservation efforts undertaken
over the past year or two are far smaller in scope than
could eventually be realized.

Moreover, it may take a sub^

stantial period of time for users to respond to the higher
prices

(such as the period needed to install additional

insulation, convert electric resistance heaters to heatpumps, and replace incandescent lights with flourescent)
Therefore, the analysis must make specific reference to the
timed changes imposed by this alternative.

Alternatives for Flood Damage Reduction
in the Saint John River Valley

Three major alternatives for the flood damage reduction
provided by Dickey-Lincoln School should be considered.

A
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flood control reservoir at the site of the Dickey or Lincoln
School dams

or a group of smaller reservoirs that together

could provide the same flood damage reduction as the DickeyLincoln School project comprise one type of alternative.
The cost of such an alternative is likely to be very high
and its impacts similar to, but somewhat scaled down from,
those of Dickey-Lincoln School.

A second alternative, local flood protection by levees
or flood walls, is considerably less expensive than a reservoir but would protect only highly developed and urbanized
areas, not farm or recreation lands.

Environmental impacts

of this alternative are likely to be small because the structure would cover little ground and the river flow would not
be affected.
the long run —

Social and economic impacts —

particularly in

might be very significant locally, because

levees tend to increase development within their boundaries
and to restrict expansion outside.

In addition, the crowding

behind the levees carries the seed of a catastrophe if they
should be overtopped.

One alternative for flood control damage reduction would
be to remove from the flood plain structures subject to flood
damage.

In addition, flood-proofing of structures, and

zoning to forestall future development in the flood plain
would significantly reduce damages.

Such a course of action
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would have important social impact as well, in that the
removal of people from an established location is disruptive.
The adverse economic impacts are likely to be short-lived
and the environmental impacts generally positive.

Alternatives for Recreation
Recreation on the reservoir is likely to be important.
However, there are a large number of waterbodies near the
Dickey-Lincoln School site and between the Dickey-Lincoln
School site and the source of recreation pressure such that
it is unlikely that the need would arise to replace the
recreation potential of Dickey-Lincoln School with a specific
structure.

In addition, the river would remain as a natural

resource for recreation with other alternatives.

All that

would be needed is some improvement in access and incremental
development of existing recreation areas.

Impact of these

alternatives are likely to be small and diffused.

The most difficult aspect of this alternative analysis
is the forecasting of demand for various recreational alternatives.

Demand for wilderness fishing and canoeing versus

lake-water recreation will be dependent on a wide range of
factors from ability to pay to reach remote sites, geographic
location of population, personal preference, and publicity
to economic

conditions.
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Scope of Work
The following work packages specify the basic steps
which will be required for analysis of the alternatives to
the project.

Because of the complexity of the analysis of

power alternatives, several work packages are assigned to
that task.

The final work packages apply to analysis of

recreational and flood damage reduction alternatives to the
project.

Work Package ALT 1

Purpose:

To identify the basic assump-

tions which will guide the analysis of
alternatives and to decide on the framework for this analysis.
Tasks
1.

In consultation with, and subject to agreement by,

the Corps of Engineers, specify definitions and assumptions
for the analysis.

These will include at least the list of

specific benefits claimed for the project

(based upon exist-

ing design studies); their magnitude; and their distribution
over time and area, etc.
2.

Review available models and analytic frameworks

appropriate for this study and decide the level of
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sophistication and complexity required for choosing an
appropriate methodology-*
It is important that the methodology emphasize the
distinction between identifying alternatives and ranking
them.

The choice of a model can imply the choice of a solu-

tion because some models are numerical expressions of
particular objective functions or of particular functional
forms which represent benefit and costs.

Thus great care

must be taken in choosing models, and their underlying
assumptions and simplifications must thoroughly be understood and delineated.

3.

Develop the list of alternatives to be included in

the analysis.
4

Obtain the load forecast for the NEPOOL system and

for the local area in northern Maine.

Note carefully the

assumptions underlying that forecast as regards pricing
policies and various demand control measures.

Data for

* For example, the NEPOOL system does have an operative computer model to simulate the decision process by which plants
are "dispatched," or brought on or taken off the line.
This model and its data are available from NEPOOL. It
is essentially a cost-minimizing model for which the objec^
tive is at least-cost to meet the total demand at any time.
Costs are the total operating costs of the several available
generating units. Transmission losses can be incorporated
in the model, and it can also be adapted to optimize a different objective function; for instance, to minimize air
pollution, minimize thermal discharges, or to minimize oil
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this, task are available from NEPOOL, the NEPLAN document,
the NEPEX computer runs, and existing

Work Package ALT 2

Purpose:

literature.

To determine the least-cost

combination of alternatives which will
meet the NEPOOL forecast in the absence
of the Dickey-Lincoln School project.
Tasks

1.

Determine the costs of alternative energy supply

options for meeting the load forecast.

At least the

following supply alternatives, in addition to conventional
and nuclear generators, should be include^ in the analysis:

total energy systems which integrate power
generation with heating and coQling;

pumped storage?

solid waste burning;

combined cycle gas turbines ar>d steam generating
plants;

compressed air storage for peaking power; and

advanced cycle gas turbines.

(footnote continued from previous page)
consumption. The system covered by the model consists of
the interconnected set of generating plants and the related
loads dispersed over the geographically defined service
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Alternatives which are less well-developed or less
appropriate to meet peaking power needs are listed below.
These should be considered in the analysis, but extensive
work done only if indicated by early results.
tidal power;*
wind genertion;
methanol production;
fuel cells; and
solar energy schemes.
2.

For each option, the costs, environmental impacts,

and factors involved in implementation should be shown.

3.

Given the load forecast, costs and generalized

impacts developed above, identify the combination of energy
supply options which meet the load forecast at minimal cost.

(footnote continued from previous page)
area. Exports from the system and imports to the system
can be included in the model. Since the utilities have all
filed 10-year plants (these plans are being revised downward in light of the reduction in demand growth), the model
could be run to simulate the 1985 with Dickey-Lincoln School
and without Dickey-Lincoln School conditions.
Simulations
for future periods can be undertaken but the output will be
very sensitive to the assumptions about the technology and
the costs of different inputs at that time.
** Most of the work for consideration of tidal power has
been completed or is under way.
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Work Package ALT 3

Purpose:

To determine the sensitivity

of the load forecast to various alternatives for demand reduction, and then to
modify the forecast to account for
possible changes in demand in order to
assess the viability of Dickey-Lincoln
School and the stability of the leastcost mix of alternatives in terms of
this new forecast.
Tasks
1.

Examine the potential implementation of current and

future demand control measures to determine their implications for the reference forecast.

Develop a modified version

of the reference forecast which accounts for likely effects
on demand patterns of various combinations of such load
control measures.

What is needed is a structured series of rough modifications to the reference forecast.

Peak demand on power systems

can be reduced primarily by one of two means:

economic

measures, such as peak load pricing, or general load reduction by alternative energy inputs or savings.

Consider the

example of a massive introduction of solar heat pumps.

By

assuming a size for a solar heat pump program and taking
estimates of the likely time pattern of energy outputs from
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these devices, the peak demand and the load factor for
each period covered by the reference forecast could be
adjusted to account for the effects of such a program as
felt by the central power system.

Similar approximations

could be made for other technical devices or for the
effects of such pricing measures as peak load tariffs.

It is important how the evaluation of Dickey-Lincoln
School, and alternatives to it, accounts for those demand
control measures which are seen by many concerned citizens
as alternatives to the construction of major centralized
power facilities.

Measures that should be analyzed include rate increase
and rate structure changes such as peak load pricing, coincident peak pricing, and the elimination or reduction of
large consumer discounts; supplementary power sources such
as solar heat-pumps and total energy systems; longer term
options such as land use and building code changes, including
insulation and other energy-saving devices; and conversion
of electric resistance heaters to heat-pumps, incandescent
lights to fluorescent, and other such changes.

2.

Examine the implications of the series of modifica-

tions to the forecast for Dickey-Lincoln School.

If the

forecast is significantly changed so that the viability of
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Dickey-Lincoln School and the least-cost mix of alternatives
is subject to important modification or reshaping, the contractor will develop a new least-cost solution which meets
the constraints imposed and defined by the new load curves.
3.

In any case, the contractor must display the

numerical values on which the judgments in Task 2 above
are based.
Work Package ALT 4

Purpose:

To develop, evaluate and com-

pare environmental and social and economic
costs and impacts for power generating
alternatives with and without DickeyLincoln School.
Tasks
1.

Note the differences between solutions with and

without the Dickey-Lincoln School project, noting whether
the impacts of alternatives are lesser or greater than those
of Dickey-Lincoln School.
Work Package ALT 5

Purpose:

To develop, evaluate and

compare alternatives for flood control.
Tasks
1.

Ascertain the current damage potential in the

flood plains below the Dickey-Lincoln School project and
project future damage potential in that area if present
development trends continue.

All material for this task
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should be available from the Corps of Engineers, with only
some updating needed.
2.

Develop and evaluate passive flood damage reduction

measures.

Alternatives to consider include relocation of damageable property, flood plain zoning, flood-proofing and flood
warning systems.

3.

Develop and evaluate structural alternatives for

flood damage reduction.
At least single-purpose reservoirs and levee construction should be evaluated as in Task 2 with emphasis on cost,
environmental and economic impacts.
4.
tives.

Summarize and rank flood damage reduction alternaCompare impacts due to flood damage reduction measures

with and without the Dickey-Lincoln School project.

Work Package ALT 6

Purpose:

To develop, evaluate and

compare alternatives for recreation.
Tasks

1.

Ascertain present use of the Dickey-Lincoln School

project area and project recreation pressure on the area
(a) under a continuation of present trends in recreation, and
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(b) under a changed value system that increases the demand
for low density outdoor recreation.

2.

Suggest and evaluate alternative sources of recrea-

tion in the region.

The alternatives should consider at least the use of the
free-flowing river and the increased access to and development on it and on other water recreation sites investigated
under both assumptions in Task 1.

Special emphasis should

be placed on the environmental and social impacts of
increased recreation use.

3.

Summarize and rank the recreation alternatives, and

compare with and without Dickey-Lincoln School conditions.

In evaluating and comparing the recreation alternatives,
it is especially important to discriminate between recreation usage generated by Dickey-Lincoln School and its alternatives and that which is transferred from existing
perhaps not over-used) facilities and areas.

(and

In other words,

full benefits cannot be claimed for attendance at a project
when, without the project

(or alternative new facility),

adequate opportunities were available.
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Section 5
Public Involvement

Introduction
Because the Dickey-Lincoln School project is well into
the planning process but not yet finalized, there is a need
for informing the public of the project's current and ongoing
status.

There is both a catch-up function and a continuing

information-sharing function to fulfill.

At the same time

the attitudes, values, and concerns of those people who will
be directly or indirectly affected by the project or its
products are key factors in assessing the impacts of a project.
In fact, the views of citizens are in some cases the only tool
with which quantitative measures of forecasted change can be
given relative weightings of importance.

The value of col-

lecting such subjective data from the earliest stages to the
completion of a project's environmental impact statement lies
in their "signpost" function.

By virtue of early and frequent

information-sharing with affected parties, the Corps can resolve a host of questions that citizens are asking.

In addition,

information-sharing can lead to agreement among the public on
priorities and tradeoffs which can aid in determining the
emphases of the impact assessment.

Citizens in the project area and other concerned parties
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(including groups experiencing secondary impacts such as
those who would receive the power benefits or those who
enjoy recreation on the river in its current state) should
be informed as to the information gathered and produced
by those performing technical Impact Statement work.

This

mode of participation produces benefits in two ways.
Firsi:, an open information-sharing system helps insure
that the final document includes the best collection of
ideas on which to base sound determinations of future
impact.

Second, citizen interests are better served by

a program of ongoing information exchanges.

Public in-

volvement as an iterative process avoids suspicion and uncertainty which can quickly mature into divisive hostility
among interest groups.

For a public involvement process to work, it must
be accessible, flexible and adaptive to varying needs.
Some citizens have the interest and time to be involved
on a frequent and substantive basis.

Others are only able

to attend public hearings and still others, perhaps a
majority, participate only insofar as they receive information via the media.

Attitudes also differ; some citizens

cannot or will not put aside their biases about a project
while others come prepared to offer constructive ideas as
well as to listen and learn.

It follows that any participation
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structure must include mechanisms to speak to and hear
all these people, whatever their persuasion.
Approaches
Four main approaches to involving people in the
Impact Statement process are presented to answer a variety
of citizen, Corps, and contractor information needs.

These

include a Citizens Advisory Committee, "response shops"
and other ways to facilitate communication among parties,
Corps public hearings, and a coordinated media program.
No one element is sufficient in and of itself and none are
mutually exclusive.

Neither are these approaches intended

to exclude additional approaches to public involvement.

Citizen Advisory Committee
A Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) would serve two
purposes:

first, to insure that groups who have demonstrated

an interest in the project are represented in the process
of Impact Statement preparation, and second, to provide a
"distant early warning" system for identifying issues requiring special attention.

This mechanism provides citizens with the highest levels
of expertise and interest an opportunity to serve as a resource
both to the Corps and the public at large.

Many of the groups

that may be interested in serving on the CAC have special
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knowledge of the project, the site area, and the state of
Maine.

The overall function of the group would be to act

as a funnel for information both to and from the Impact
Statement management staff, helping to identify key issues
of concern, finding adequate responses through the discussion
and review of technical work, and transferring
back to their respective constituencies.

information

In addition, the

CAC would assist with the organization and content of public
hearings and other public meetings.

The CAC members should include a representative collection of people from the basin, concerned state agencies,
Maine ajid regional conservation groups, local planning groups,
and the academic system.

Representatives of private business

and industry might also be included.

To make it a working group, the CAC should have members
who will be available for regular meetings and who have the
authority to speak for their agencies or interest groups.
The group should meet as frequently as necessary to maintain
the progress of the Impact Statement; flexibility to move
meetings from site to site will be important to facilitate
attendance.
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Response Shops

Because the CAC can include only a limited number of
people from each area impacted by the project and because
people in different places are concerned about a variety of
different issues, response shops are a good approach for
public involvement.

These are particularly important to

residents of areas local to the site who are disinclined to
speak their minds through the media or in large public meetings.
Response shops should be designed so that the Corps and its
technical contractors can be directly responsive to the
questions of local people, and can subsequently

incorporate

the feedback they receive into their work.

A public involvement staff described at the end of this
section should help select topics of interest for particular
areas and particular groups.
at sites

Response shops should be held

(churches, schools, service clubs, town councils,

etc.) where people meet regularly.

The technical contractors

should be available to attend several sessions each, depending
on the topics of particular meetings.

Meetings should be

held at Allagash, St. Francis, Fort Kent, Presque Isle or
Caribou, Augusta, Ashland and Boston.

Appropriate publicity

should be designed to encourage those who have questions and
interests to attend.

It would be helpful to all contractors
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and the general public for minutes of the meetings to be
recorded and published.

Public Meetings
The Corps of Engineers is required to hold public meetings during the Environmental Impact Statement process.
These meetings are generally formal presentations of information by the Corps to those who attend.
are solicited from attendees.

Also formal comments

Some of the shortcomings

inherent in such hearings might be overcome by working to
tailor the information provided more specifically to the
particular concerns of the groups in the area where the
meeting is being held.
to Augusta to Boston.

Issues will change from Fort Kent
By specifying the topics to be

considered in different locations and insuring that the
information to be presented is the most current available,
the public would be able to choose among hearings and still
comprehend the overall status of the Impact Statement process.

Coordinated Media

A variety of media channels can be used to reach the
broadest possible audience locally, regionally and nationally
(i.e., Washington, D.C.)

The coordinated media program

could provide the broad-based coverage which a newsletter
or other one-dimensional approach could not match.

The best
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approach might be a regular column

(or better still, a page)

or program devoted periodically to Dickey-Lincoln School
news, including, for example, the schedules, times, places
and topics of all public meetings; findings of contractors
as they complete phases of their work; discussions of issues
from opposing points of view; notes -from response shops
and reports from advisory committee meetings and public
hearings; and answers to reader and audience questions.

Information made available to media coordinators should
be well-written, devoid of obscuring jargon or technical
language, and varied to reach different audiences.

Local

media editors should be encouraged to assign members of their
own staffs to ongoing Dickey-Lincoln School coverage during
the Impact Statement process.

Implementation

i

To carry out the program of two-way communication

between the Corps and the various groups and individuals
who are interested in the preparation of the Impact Statement
on Dickey-Lincoln School, the team for the Impact Statement
could include a public involvement staff empowered to function
as a "zipper" —

to bring together the technicians and the

public, to interact between them in ways that facilitate
understanding and communication, to help knit together the
ideas, concerns and technical data that will go into the
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environmental and social and economic assessment.

The role of the "zipper staff" would include the following :

to act as a liaison and facilitate informationsharing between the Corps, and the public;

to coordinate a variety of activities designed to
involve the public in the process of preparing the Impact
Statement;

to facilitate information-sharing between those
preparing the Impact Statement and the public through the
available media.

To carry out its liaison role, this zipper group would
be expected to develop and maintain working relationships
with a wide variety

o f public and private interested parties

concerned with the Dickey-Lincoln School project.

The staff

should be able to communicate the concerns of these groups
to the technical contractors and the Corps.

To facilitate information-sharing among the various
contractors and the public, the public involvement staff
could coordinate regular meetings with the technical contractors to keep current on the available data.

The public

involvement staff must be committed to intensive contact
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with people —

both formally and informally —

the Impact Statement process.

throughout

Few of their tasks will be

discrete; almost all of their role involves ongoing functions
which run from start to finish of the Impact Statement.

The coordination of the possible public involvement
activities is schematically represented in Figure 5-1.
The media program would be continuous as needed.

The response

shops and meetings of the Citizens Advisory Committee would
be periodic; frequent enough to keep the committee informed
on contractor progress and the public informed on the issues
and activities related to the Impact Statement.

Formal Corps

meetings would be held at several points with assistance
from the staff and Citizen Advisory Committee members as
needed.

Figure 2-1 includes the assumption that the Corps

of Engineers may periodically utilize a small team of technical advisors -- regional and national experts on environ*mental impact analyses —
Impact Statement process.

to review the progress of overall
The zipper staff would join these

meetings as part of its information-sharing

role.

The zipper staff would help insure the completeness
of the technical work and the effectiveness of the public
involvement.

Slippage between the development of technical

work and public involvement/feedback process could be
identified and corrected.

Most importantly, this staff
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- Program
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Technical
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<Comm.y

Technical
Advisory
<Comm.>
Formal
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Figure 5-1
Coordination of Public Involvement

' -112"V,

would provide a visible and accessible point of contact
for all interested parties who need information or have
ideas to contribute to the Impact Statement.
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Scope of work [for the
preparation of the]
environmental impact statement for the Dickey-Lincoln
School Lakes Project.

